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need for speed most wanted is an arcade racer for the pc,
playstation 2 and xbox. this game includes a wide range of

vehicles, including the porsche 911 turbo, the ferrari
testarossa, the nissan skyline gtr, and the jaguar xkr-s.

when a player is racing in a vehicle, he is able to take over
other racers, jump over chalangers, and use nitrous oxide-

fueled turbo boosts. the player is given the option to play in
single player or multiplayer mode. in single player mode,

players can use various aspects of the cars, including nitro,
rev-limiter, mirrors, radio, clutch, and ' handbrake '.
multiple players can compete in multiplayer mode,

including split-screen and lan, and players are able to take
control of other players' cars. players can use other

characters' vehicles as well, including a police car, the hst
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and the turbo. there is also a quick match option, which lets
players use vehicles and equipment based on random
attributes. need for speed most wanted black edition

received very positive reviews upon its release. ign gave
the game a score of 7.3 (out of 10), claiming that the game
was "an exquisite representation of the first-person-shooter
genre". gamezone gave the game a score of 9.0 (out of 10),
stating that "need for speed most wanted is a typical cop-
chase racing game, but it’s filled with stuff that fans of this
genre would also want to know about, like a customizable
car, a wide variety of cars, track styles, and a multitude of
weapons". the game received high praise from playstation
magazine. criterion's other games, burnout and burnout 2:

point of impact, were also reviewed positively. retrospective
reviews praised the graphics, new content and additional
racers. the graphics and textures were considered high-
quality. gametrailers awarded the game 9.7 out of 10 in

their retrospective review, and awarded burnout 3:
takedown an 8 out of 10, saying it was better than the
burnout series due to the absence of the automotive

physics. despite this, the game was noted for suffering from
glitches and difficult to manage controllers.
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